VPS CURRICULUM TERM 1
Whole school
Common Question – How Can I Make a Difference?
Foundation – Creating and Learning Community
Year One – Bucket Filling
Year Two – Values in the Spotlight
Year Three – Bounce Back
Year Four – Stamp Out Bullying
Year Five – Prepare to Lead and Passion Project
Year Six – Being a Leader and Passion Project
Knowing your Children
The first few weeks of this term will be dedicated to finding out where your child is at with their
learning so that the teachers can target their individual learning needs. Teachers will be busy
listening to the students read, organising a LEXILE level and implementing reading and mathematical
assessments. Maths groups, targeted Literacy Groups and Spelling Mastery will begin from
approximately week 3 onwards.
Getting to Know Your Children
Getting to Know You forms will be coming home in the first few weeks of school, please take the time
to complete the form and send it back to your child’s teacher. Academic Interviews will take place in
the last week of Term 1 to provide you with information on how your child is progressing with their
learning and development. You will be able to make a time to meet with your child’s teacher later in
the term, in the meantime if you have any concerns or questions about your child’s growth or
development please contact your teacher directly.
Information Packages
The teachers are currently working hard to update the Level Information Packages and will have
these available to you in approximately Week Four. Please direct any questions you have about the
Level to your child’s teacher on this day. An email will be sent informing you of when the packs will be
available on the school website. Hard copies will be available to parents that request them, please
contact your child’s teacher to do so.

Tue 28th
Wed 29th
Thur 30th
Frid 31st

January
Curriculum Day
Curriculum Day
Year 1 to 6 Start
Foundation – staggered

What’s On Term One?
February
Mon 3rd Assembly
Wed 5th Yr 6 Aspire
Tue 11th House Swim Trial
Thur 13th Literacy Night
Fri 14th
Prep PJ Day
Mon 17th Assembly
District Swim
th
Thurs 20 Literacy Night 2
Fri 21st
Yr 5 Aspire
Prep Picnic
Thur 27th Literacy Night 3

Mon 2nd
Thur 5th
Mon 9th
Mon 16th
Tue 17th
Frid 20th
Mon 23rd
Tue 24th
Fri 27th

March
Assembly
House Athletics
Labour Day
Assembly
Captains GRIPP
Whole School Photos
Parent Interviews 1
Parent Interviews 2
Last Day
Dismissal 2.30pm

VPS CURRICULUM TERM 1
Prep / Foundation
Unit Topic:
Creating a Learning Community
Big Understandings:
 Learning can happen anywhere at any time.
 There are things we can all do to enhance the
effectiveness of our learning to make a difference to
the learning experiences of others (eat well, exercise
etc...)
 Each learner is unique.
 There are factors that affect our learning – positively
and negatively.
 We each have strengths and areas we can work on in
our learning.
 Everyone can contribute to create a positive learning
community in our classroom.

Art Focus:
In Foundation, students will focus on the rules and
responsibilities in the Art Room and will explore
making marks with a wide variety of materials.

Literacy Focus:
This term the students will focus on 4 to 5 sounds per
week, learning to blend those sounds together to form
words. They will develop an emerging awareness of text
structure, organisation and texts in context. The students
will interpret literature through exploration of
predictable text structures and common visual patterns.
Students will explore letter to sound relationships and
respond through pictorial representations,
performances, short statements and simple recounts.

Sport Focus:
During Term 1, basic motor skills such as running,
hopping, jumping and skipping will be taught
through musical games. Students will be
encouraged to follow rules and procedures and to
share equipment and space safely.

Maths Focus:
Understanding, fluency, problem solving and reasoning
are proficiency standards addressed through:
Number and Algebra
 explore numbers 1 to 13 using a tens frame to
represent numbers
 numbers that come before and after
 how many ways can you make a particular number
Measurement and Geometry
 sort, describe and name familiar 2D shapes
 identify objects of a particular shape
 location
 connect days of the week to familiar events and
actions
 Time – o’clock
 Length – informal measurement
Probability and Statistics
 explore the use of graphs
 make a pictograph as a class
 answer yes/no questions about the graph

Music Focus:
This term in Foundation students will be introduced
to a range of different musical elements such as
keeping the beat, tempo (fast and slow music) and
pitch (high and low sounds). Students will also get a
chance to play different tuned instruments and
percussion instruments and look at how the
instruments work to produce sound.

Digitech:
This term the students will be using various web
based sites to identify the different uses of
computers, name the basic components of a
computer, develop their mouse skills, open, close
and minimise windows and log on and off the school
network.

Indonesian:
The students will be taught greetings, numbers 1 to
10 and exposed to colours and the names and
sounds of the Indonesian alphabet. They will
participate in songs, stories and activities in
Indonesian. The students will be taught to
understand how Indonesian people dress and the
foods they eat.
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Level 2 – Grade 1 and 2
Unit Topic:
Year One
How full is your Bucket?
Big Understandings
 We all have feelings
 We can all impact on how each other feels
 We can use our lids and develop resilience
Year Two
A Spotlight on Values
Big Understandings
 What are Values and why are they important?
 How can values impact my behaviour?
 What are the values of Vermont Primary School?
 How can I demonstrate respect, responsibility,
caring and striving in everyday life?
Literacy Focus:
This term the students will phonemic awareness and
explicit phonics. They will focus on blending more
complex sounds, including the long vowel sounds.
Students will continue to develop an emerging
awareness of text structure, organisation and texts in
context. They will pay particular attention to sequencing,
predicting, forming a mental image and inferences.
Writing this term will be linked directly to the unit topics
and texts each class explores, completing book
responses, forming full sentences and editing their work.
The students will enhance their understanding of the
recount genre and explore more sophisticated words for
describing time, such as “finally”.
Maths Focus:
Number and Algebra:
 place value and general number
 addition and subtraction
 Investigating number patterns
 Lots of hands of concrete manipulation of
objects to explore Maths concepts
Measurement and Geometry:
 Properties of 2D and 3D shapes
 Exploring length and mass through investigations
Probability and Statistics:
 Collecting and classifying data
 Using tables and graphs to record data
 Conducting chance experiments
Science
The students will be completing experiments based
around their senses including taste, touch, smell and
feel.

Art Focus:
In Years 1 & 2, students will look at how to represent
facial features in a self-portrait. They will also learn
about and explore Primary and Secondary colours
and how Piet Mondrian used colour and line in his
abstract artwork.
Music Focus:
Level Two students will study topics aimed at
introducing and improving their understanding of
musical notes, rests and rhythms. Students will put
their knowledge of musical notes into practice
through the use of xylophones, keyboards, drums
and other percussion instruments. Students will
learn to not only identify rhythms and musical nots
by site, but also by sound.
Sport Focus:
During Term 1, teamwork, cooperation and
communication skills will be enhanced through
participation in engaging and challenging team
building activities. Students will focus further on
developing their catching and ball bouncing skills.
Digitech:
This term, the students in Level 2 will start with
cyber safety activities designed to introduce and
reinforce skills to keep them safe online. Next, they
will begin the process of creating games for other
students to play. The Year 1 students will use the
software 2DoIt to design and create a labelling
game. The Year 2 students will use an algorithm to
design and create a multiple choice game for other
students.

Indonesian
Students will study the topic on families. Level 2
students will extend their learning by reading and
writing more complex words and short sentences in
Indonesian about their families. They will revise their
greetings, numbers 1 to 20, colours and days of the
week. The students will play reading games based on
the family theme, listen to stories, and learn to
answer questions in Indonesian about their families.
They will also be exposed to Indonesian family
traditions.
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Level 3 – Grade 3 and 4
Unit Topic:
Year Three - Bounce Back
Big Understandings
 What are my core values?
 What is a healthy way to respond to hard times
or hardship?
 What are emotions?
 How can I recognise and manage my negative
emotions?
 How can I be empathetic towards other
people’s emotions?
Year Four - Stamp Out Bullying
Big Understandings
 How do you define courage?
 What is bullying?
 Why do some people bully?
 How does peer group pressure impact on
bullying?
 How can you stop bullying?
Literacy Focus:
This term the students will be looking closely at
author’s purpose as well as making connections
between themselves and the text as well as
connections between texts by the same authors. For
writing the students will be focussing on the genres of
Narrative and Persuasive, closely linked with the
Inquiry Units.
Maths Skill Focus:
Number and Algebra:
 General number – odd and even numbers
 Addition and Subtraction
 Division and Multiplication
Measurement and Geometry:
 Area and permitter of regular and irregular
shapes
 Measuring capacity
Probability and Statistics:
 Collecting Data
 Making Graphs
Science Focus:
This term we will be looking at what makes a scientist a
scientist! They will be exploring science related
vocabulary and looking at the etymology of the words.
The students will take part in experiments which
introduce them to scientific reporting methods with a
focus on chemical sciences.

Art Focus:
In Years 3 & 4, students will study the work of the
American artist Laurel Birch for inspiration for their
own work concentrating on colour and pattern.
They will also look at the illustrations in ‘Happy” by
Dutch artist Mies can Hout as a starting point for
3D clay relief, aimed at portraying an emotion.
Music Focus:
This term in Level Three students will look at a
range of topics aimed at improving their ability to
read music and identify notes of different pitch.
Some of the topics that will be looked at include:
 Learning to read notes on the treble clef
and strategies to memorise these notes
 Introduction to time signatures and how to
identify the time signature
 Analysing and critiquing music
 Syncopated rhythms
 Recorder (Year 3)
 Ukulele (Year 4)
Sport Focus:
During Term 1, students will focus predominantly
on athletics. They will develop skills and techniques
in sprinting, relays, hurdles, discus, shot put and
high jump. The House Swimming, Athletics and
Cross Country Carnivals will be held this term.
Digitech:
The Year 3 students will have a focus on data –
collecting, displaying it in different ways and
interpreting it. Where possible, they will be linking
their work closely with their inquiry unit. Year 4
students will have a cybersafety focus. They will
create a safe online profile for themselves and an
unsafe one for an imaginary person, to highlight
what is and is not safe to share online.
Indonesian
Students will continue to develop their Indonesian
language skills through reading, writing, listening
and speaking as well as participate in games and
activities. Topics of study will be parts of the body
and clothing, they will be making a Shadow Puppet.
They will learn about the variety of traditional
costumes worn in parts of Indonesia and begin
comparing their lives with the lives of children in
Indonesia. They will also extend and revise their
number knowledge from 1 to 50, days of the week
and time.
Other:
Platoon Groups with a focus on Sport.
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Level 4 – Grade 5 and 6
Unit Topic:
Leadership and Passion Projects
Big Understandings
 Character Strengths and Emotions
 How do I respond when things don’t go to plan?
 What makes a great leader?
 What am I passionate or curious about?
 Posing questions
In addition to this unit of work, the students will be
taking part in a leadership program called ASPIRE. The
ASPIRE team will be coming to the school on Wednesday
5th February to meet with Year 6 and Friday 21st February
to meet with the Year 5s. Here they will explore leading
with or without the badge, working in teams as well as
understanding their strengths and the strengths of
others.
Literacy Focus:
This term the students will revise the reading strategies
checking for understanding, cross checking, back up and
reread and self-monitor and fix Up. They will pay
particular attention to figurative language, such as
similes, metaphors and idioms as well as explore and
analyse an author’s purpose when writing. For Writing
the students will be focussing on the genre of Narrative
as well as Letter Writing as they introduce themselves to
their Buddies. Writing will also be closely linked to their
Passion Project this term, which will be individualised for
each student.
Maths Focus:
Number and Algebra:
 Place Value and regrouping of numbers
 Fractions and decimals
 The four operations with a focus on addition and
subtraction
 The properties of Number
Measurement and Geometry:
 Shapes
o 3D Shapes, Angles, Nets, vertices, faces,
edges
 General investigations within the topic of
Measurement and Geometry
Probability and Statistics:
 Chance and probability investigations
Science Focus:
This term the students will be exploring the physical and
chemical change. They will be taking part in scientific
experiments, predicting, testing and drawing conclusions
from their results. The students will also discuss the
concept of a ‘fair’ experiment and making predictions.

Art Focus:
In Years 5 & 6, students will investigate works by Lin
Onus and be inspired by his 3D installations to create
a mixed media creature that acknowledges
similarities and celebrates diversity.
Music Focus:
This term in Level Four students will look at a range
of topics which are outlined below:
 Different musical styles and the
characteristics, elements and instruments
that differ for each of these musical styles.
Students will also learn how to play along to
tunes in each of these musical styles
including Blues and Reggae.
 Musical notation – revising some from
previous year and extending their
knowledge
 Playing chords on the Keyboard and on the
Ukulele
Sport Focus:
During Term 1, students will focus on preparing for
the House Swimming, Athletics and Cross Country
Carnivals. They will have the opportunity to
participate in basic fitness testing, including the
beep test and vertical jump.
Digitech
The students in Level 4 will start with cyber safety
activities designed to introduce and reinforce skills
and knowledge to keep them safe online. Year 5 will
begin to use the offline version of Scratch to learn
how to program the Hummingbird robotic parts. In
Year 6, the students will register for the online
version of Scratch. Here they will create a simple
animation that will be shared with the wider Scratch
community, putting into practise their eSmart
knowledge.
Indonesian
The topic of study for Level 4, is clothing and parts of
the body extending on the knowledge of the 2019
program. The students will focus on identifying
reverse word order in written texts, saya, ini and
with the use of adjectives and learning the order of
the Subject before the Verb and the Object after the
Verb. They will read the storybook of a family living
in West Timor and complete comprehension skills on
their reading.
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